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Kerala is one of the most stupefying destinations of India. The cool and calm ambiance, lovely
beaches, amazing rivers, striking backwaters, pleasurable houseboat wins the heart of travelers.
The godâ€™s own country is blessed with numbers of features which takes the heart of the travelers.
Here tourists will also enjoy the ayurveda treatment and therapies which heal up the entire
tiredness. From all the blessed features of the backwaters make people spellbound.

The backwaters of the state make tourists amazed. The travelers will enjoy the combination of
lavishness along with south India style. While enjoying the excursion of famous backwaters tourists
will enjoy the various houseboats. The calm and soothing environment at all destination make
travelers to get lots in the beauty. The lush greenery compels vacationers to forget their all sorrows
and enjoy to the fullest. One can take pleasure of the houseboats also at the below mentioned
destinations.

Kollam: Kollam backwater is extremely beautiful. It is on the Ashtamudi Lake is famous for being the
gateway to beautiful backwaters of Kerala. The lake comprises with lotuses, water lilies and aquatic
birds that are making sweet noises on the banks. The entire ambiance of the backwater is amazing.
Here travelers will also take pleasure of Houseboat by which they get closer to the nature.

Kumarakom: Kumarakom is another beautiful backwater destination of the state. It is located on the
charming Vembanad Lake. While in Kumarakom one can enjoy the attractions of tourists resort
such as an Ayurvedic massage, fishing or bird watching etc. Here the nature lover will extremely
enjoy the place. The experience of perfect Kerala houseboat cruise will make tourists amazed.

Alleppey: It is one of the most astonishing destinations of Kerala. The scenic backwater of the place
makes people spellbound. The lovely ambiances mesmerize and offer treat to the eyes of tourists.
Tourists lovingly called Venice of the East to this place. The Alleppey houseboat cruise offers the
pleasant blend of traditional and modern magnificence. The well furnished facilities in the A/C rooms
offer tourists to sit out in open area and enjoy the surrounding.

Kerala is a perfect destination for adventure, culture, relaxation and enjoyment. One must come to
enjoy the holiday desirably with their close ones. Kerala Houseboat is the perfect way to enjoy the
nature and loveliness of the state. The aforementioned destinations of the state make travelers
speechless. To enjoy and take experience of the wonderments of Kerala one must visit the place
once in their life.
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